
TerraTools® Supports SECORE Data
TerraTools Core offers rapid terrain database generation that can easily incorporate SECORE data. Working 
from the largest variety of input cartographic data and imagery, TerraTools automatically builds high-fidel-
ity geospatial databases to your content specifications. With our advanced flow graph architecture, you can 
compile, review, and publish correlated, large-area databases quickly and easily. TerraTools is 64-bit, multi-
threaded for up to eight parallel processing threads with a single runtime license and can be customized for 
your simulation exercise requirements through our runtime specific plug-ins. 

Creating Rodriguez Range 
The Rodriguez Range database was developed 
for SECORE using TerraTools Core and original 
SECORE data. This data included DEMs (DTED 
Level 2), 3D models (P3Ds), vector data (geodata-
base exported to shapefiles), and imagery (ECW).

The vector data included surface materials (e.g., 
brushland, treed tract, built-up area, cropland, 
grassland), linear drainage, (e.g., river aqueduct, 
canal), areal drainage (e.g., lake, river, reservoir), 
transportation (roads, railways), areal buildings, 
point buildings, linear fences, and power transmis-
sion lines. Linear bridges were also fabricated from 
source road and railway data. Close-up of Rodriguez Range in VBS2 2.0

Create TerraTools Database
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Import SECORE Source Data
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SECORE Data with TerraTools Batch Mode
SECORE data can easily be used in TerraTools’ batch processing to create large-area databases. Users can 
use Batch Mode, which automatically build each geotile in a database through scripting, or the Batch Mode 
Manager, a new graphical interface to Batch Mode processing that allows users to easily monitor and man-
age the production of large-area, correlated simulation databases. 
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Region (blue) in Middle East/North 
Africa to be processed in Batch Mode

Geotiles of Northern Africa processed in 
Batch Mode

Zoomed-in geotile of Egypt processed in 
Batch Mode

Using Batch Mode to Create Large Databases
The database below used a TerraTools Batch Mode scripting and a TerraTools template OneSAF export 
project to automatically construct a OneSAF terrain database centered over the Middle East and North 
Africa. The 100-geotile area was comprised of DTED elevation data and VMAP feature data. 

Using Batch Mode Manager
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Batch Mode Manager shows the execution status and state of each geocell as it is being produced. This al-
lows users to interact intelligently with complex data processing and significantly reduce database develop-
ment time lines. 
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Export Rodriguez Range to Multiple Correlated Runtimes
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Batch Mode Manager Interface


